
ShilohNEXT™ Scripto-X™ speeds up the time-intensive process of recommending quantities and 
locations for Store Specific Orders (SSOs). Leveraging Shiloh's automated technology, Scripto-X 

needs only a few simple inputs to produce fully-executed SSOs in minutes – reducing human error, 
boosting operational e�ciencies, and delivering accurate, data-driven inventory decisions.

SAVE VALUABLE TIME WITH
AUTOMATED SSO WRITING.

Scripto-X™

With Scripto-X, tedious and time-consuming SSO data preparation is finally a thing of the past. Using 
Shiloh’s built-in proprietary logic, Scripto-X automates the most di�cult steps in SSO writing, making it 
easier than ever to move your inventory with precision and speed to maximize your sales every time.

Stores receive the 
exact inventory needed 

to complete the sales

Fulfillment checks the 
order and prepares 

inventory for distribution

With just a few simple
inputs, Scripto-X generates 

your SSO in seconds

Inventory is marked 
for destination and 

rolled out for delivery
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QUICK, EFFORTLESS SCRIPT WRITING

ShilohNEXT™ Scripto-X™ replaces complex, manual Excel-based processes with automated
workflows that meet your individual business needs. By leveraging a “Bring Your Own Data” approach, 
Scripto-X drastically reduces implementation time and e�ort. Simply upload your data set and let our 
cutting-edge technology do all the heavy lifting – with lightning-fast results.

Bring Your Own Data (BYOD)

ShilohNEXT Scripto-X o�ers a flexible solution that gives 
the user full self-service data loading capability. With a 
simple one step upload directly into the tool, users upload 
simple data sets and ShilohNEXT prepares the data and 
processes multiple layers of logic for high-precision 
analytics, delivering incredibly fast results.

Key Benefits

✓Eliminate slow, expensive processes

✓Get everyone on board with easy user adoption

✓Reduce human error with clean, validated data

✓Get up and running fast with e�ortless implementation

✓Process multiple SSOs in minutes

Allocation Decisions Made Easy

With its one-click handling of multiple allocation methods, 
Scripto-X makes the process of determining inventory 
quantities and locations quick and e�ortless. Parameter 
selections like Quantity Available to Ship, SSO Type, and 
Allocation Method give users full control over the workflow 
process – because more choices equals better results.

SSO Types

Push  Focused on achieving a specific number of units
Pull  Focused on achieving a specific Weeks of Supply goal

Allocation Methods

Weeks of Supply  Allocate to reach Weeks of Supply goal. 
Scripto-X automatically prioritizes stores based on
greatest need and sales opportunity

Even Spread  Allocate to all stores based on quantities
available to ship. Scripto-X automatically prioritizes stores
based on sales opportunity

Store Min-Max  Allocate a specific minimum or maximum
quantity to identified stores

Automated Allocation Features

✓Automatic Vendor Pack and Warehouse Pack Rounding

✓Stores with no sales automatically removed

✓Omit and send traits applied

✓Reference notes give quick insights into allocation results

✓Automatically consider multiple selling timeframes to
determine actual need

✓Flexibility to overide or change automated results

All in One Place

Scripto-X is a full-service tool that allows users to bring 
their own data, process SSO logic in minutes, export the 
results into any template, and historically archive SSOs – all 
from a single environment.

One-Stop Convenience

✓Historical SSOs are saved for easy reference

✓Robust owner and editor security options

✓Export SSOs to Excel for quick use in any template

Ready for a better way to write and 
process SSOs? Get started today with 
ShilohNEXT Scripto-X.


